WE WANT YOU TO BE A UKC NOSEWORK JUDGE!

Here’s how. Review these ALL NEW guidelines to see if you have what it takes.

Did you know? UKC will waive the club application/licensing fee for trials where Provisional judges are judging for the first time.

Each year a licensed Nosework club sponsors a member of their club that has shown outstanding abilities in the sport of Nosework. A detailed letter of recommendation will then be considered for that club member to be allowed to move forward, take, and pass the judge’s test, and become a provisional Nosework judge without completing the apprentice program. In addition, the candidate must have at least earned 10 education points.

EARN EDUCATION POINTS IN LIEU OF EN TITLE (must have a total of 25 education points to apply):

• 10 Points: Online Judge’s training with completed online seminar test.
• 5 Points: Shadow a fully licensed Nosework judge for all levels of classes and all elements, including HD.
  ○ 1 point for each element with full level (ie: Containers-Novice through Elite = 1 point)
  ○ Can only earn 5 points in this category and elements cannot be duplicated.
• 1 Point: Title a dog to the Superior Nosework title.
• 2 Points: Title a dog to the Master Nosework title.
• 1 Point: Title a dog to the Excellent HD title.
• 2 Points: Title a dog to the Master HD title.
• 1 Point Each (limited to 5 total points): Assist a ring steward, box steward, timer.

OFFER SPECIALIZED JUDGE’S LICENSES: (Novice, Advanced, Superior, Master, Elite, HD)

• Applicants may be licensed for only one element at a time.
• Applicants must have a complete level title in the level they are applying for.
  ○ Applicant must have an NN to apply for a Novice license.
  ○ Applicant must have an AN to apply for a Novice and Advanced license.
  ○ Applicant must have a SN to apply for a Novice, Advanced, and Superior license.
  ○ Applicant must have a MN to apply for a Novice, Advanced, Superior, and Master license.
  ○ Applicant must have a Master HD title and be approved to only judge HD.
• Applicants must begin at the Novice level and advance through levels.
• Applicants must have earned a level title for any element they apply to judge.
• Applicants must Apprentice the appropriate number of dogs as per the apprentice guidelines per level they are applying for.

Apply Now: ukcdogs.com/nosework